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I. INTRODUCTION

Deep learning-based recommendation systems take the ma-
jority of machine resources in diverse production servers and
datacenters [1]. To make the recommendation more accurate,
hyperscalers have rapidly scaled up the recommendation mod-
els (RMs). As a result, recent RMs often consume more than
tens of terabytes of memory space [2], [3]. In addition, it is
important for the RMs to be failure tolerant as they should be
trained for many days without accuracy degradation [4].

We propose TRAININGCXL that can efficiently process
large-scale RMs in the pool of disaggregated memory while
making training failure-tolerant with low overhead. To this
end, i) we integrate persistent memory (PMEM) and GPU
into a cache-coherent domain as Type-2 devices of CXL 3.0.
Enabling CXL allows PMEM to be directly placed in GPU’s
memory hierarchy, such that GPU can access PMEM without
software intervention. TRAININGCXL introduces computing
and checkpointing logic near the CXL controller, thereby
training data and managing persistency in an active manner.
Considering PMEM’s vulnerability, ii) we utilize the unique
characteristics of RMs and take the checkpointing overhead off
the critical path of their training. Lastly, iii) TRAININGCXL
employs an advanced checkpointing technique that relaxes the
updating sequence of embeddings across training batches. The
evaluation shows that TRAININGCXL achieves 5.2× speedup
and 72.6% energy savings compared to the modern PMEM-
based recommendation systems.

II. BACKGROUND

Recommendation Model Training. To achieve high accu-
racy, RMs exploit both sparse features (categorical informa-
tion) and dense features (numeric information). To this end,
RMs employ embedding operations (table lookup/update) and
non-linear transformations (Bottom-MLP) for sparse and dense
features, respectively. The operations encode the features into
a vector and then pass them to a main model called Top-MLP.

Figure 1 shows a training process of modern deep learning-
based RM. Considering different levels of the computing
intensiveness, the bottom-MLP operations are performed in
GPU, whereas the embedding operations are processed at
the host side (CPU). For these embedding operations, the
host reads the target embedding vectors from the underlying
storage by referring to the table indices in the sparse features.
Then the host aggregates the retrieved embedding vectors
using simple arithmetic (e.g., sum/mean) to encode them into
an input vector for the top-MLP. As the bottom-MLP and

Fig. 1: Training process of DLRM.

embedding operations are processed in different places (i.e.,
GPU and CPU), each encoded input data for the top-MLP are
prepared in parallel to shorten the training time. The backward-
propagation step of RM training (BWP) is similar to FWP, but
all its operations are processed in the reverse order. It updates
the model parameters/embedding by calculating the gradient
and then subtracting it from the model parameters/embedding.
Challenges. Production-scale RMs often cannot be accom-
modated in a system’s local memory since their embedding
tables exceed tens of TBs [2], [3]. To this end, several ap-
proaches employ high-performance solid-state drives (SSDs)
and expand their host memory using SSDs as backend storage
media [2], [5]. While this SSD-integrated memory expansion
technique can handle large-sized input data, they, unfortu-
nately, suffer from severe performance degradation. This is
because RM’s embedding lookup frequently generates small-
sized random read, whereas SSDs are optimized for bulk
sequential I/Os.

Furthermore, prior approaches require explicit checkpoints
for fault recovery. Since embedding updates on SSDs can de-
grade the training performance significantly, the existing RMs
utilize the SSDs for only memory expansion purposes. Note
that the write latency of SSDs is longer than the latency of all
conventional memory operations by orders of magnitude.

III. TRAININGCXL
We propose TRAININGCXL that can efficiently process

large-scale RMs in the underlying memory pool, disaggregated
over compute express link (CXL) [6]. Our CXL-enabled
memory expander employs PMEMs, which exhibit similar
performance to DRAM and provide large memory capacity.
In addition, TRAININGCXL leverages PMEMs’ non-volatility
to support failure-tolerant training with low overhead. Our
contributions can be summarized as follows.
Intelligent CXL memory expansion. Figure 2a shows an
overview of the proposed TRAININGCXL’s system archi-
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(a) Cache-coherent domain. (b) Internals of CXL-MEM.
Fig. 2: TRAININGCXL’s system architecture.
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Fig. 3: Execution of batch-aware checkpoint.

tecture. TRAININGCXL offers two CXL devices: a CXL-
enabled GPU (CXL-GPU) and a PMEM-based memory ex-
pander (CXL-MEM). The devices are connected to a host
CPU through CXL Switch(es). The devices are designed as
Type-2 of CXL 3.0 by introducing device coherent agent
(DCOH) in their hardware. Because of their device type,
CXL-MEM’s internal memory can be exposed to CXL-GPU’s
local memory and vice versa. This makes the embeddings and
gradients exchanged between those two devices without any
software intervention running on the host CPU. To accelerate
RM training, CXL-MEM employs simple computing and
checkpointing logic along with a Type-2 endpoint controller,
which can perform embedding operations and failure tolerance
management near PMEM (Figure 2b).
Batch-aware checkpoint. To achieve high throughput,
TRAININGCXL lets CXL-GPU and CXL-MEM perform
MLPs and embedding operations in parallel. However, persist-
ing the model and embedding updates at the end of processing
each batch make the training latency yet longer. To address
this, we propose batch-aware checkpoint that is aware of
embeddings involved in the individual batch and performs
undo logging in the background. In typical applications, such
a background undo logging scheme is infeasible as the target
location where the system needs to update is unavailable
before their computation completes. However, in the case of
RM training, the embedding vector indices to be updated
can be known in advance from the sparse features at the
beginning of each batch. Our scheme logs the embeddings
vectors corresponding to the indices to CXL-MEM by utilizing
the idle time of CXL-MEM as shown in Figure 3.
Embedding lookup and checkpoint relaxation. While our
batch-aware checkpoint hides the relatively long latency of
CXL-MEM’s writes, the training performance is yet limited
owing to PMEM’s architectural constraints; PMEM’s read
stalls if the read is requested right after a write for the
same physical layout of PMEM. This phenomenon is known
as read-after-write (RAW) [7], and is frequently observed
between the embedding update of the N th batch and the
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Fig. 4: Training time breakdown.
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Fig. 5: Energy.

embedding lookup of the (N +1)th batch [8]. However, since
the embedding lookup and update are composed of vector
addition/subtraction, the execution order between embedding
lookup and update can be relaxed by utilizing their com-
mutative property. Thus, TRAININGCXL proposes a relaxed
embedding lookup. It removes the RAW issue by performing
embedding lookup (aggregation) for the (N+1)th batch before
the embedding update of the N th batch. The aggregated vector
is then updated by using the gradient aggregated in the same
way how vectors are aggregated during embedding lookup.

IV. EVALUATION

We evaluate TrainingCXL using a prototype implemented
atop of multiple FPGAs. We prepare three different con-
figurations, SSD (SSD), PMEM (PMEM), and PCIe-attached
PMEM (PCIe), based on the underlying media where the
embedding tables are stored into. While embedding operations
of SSD and PMEM are performed on the host CPU, PCIe
is capable of near-data processing like our CXL-MEM. We
use open source DLRM benchmark [9] and prepare four
recommendation system models (RM) for the evaluation.

Figure 4 shows RM’s execution time training a single batch.
As shown in the figure, PMEM exhibits 1063.8× speedup than
SSD, on average. This is because PMEM can be accessed in
a byte-addressable manner, and its read/write is faster than
SSD. PCIe accelerates the embedding operations, thereby
shortening the execution time by 2.7× than PMEM. Further,
CXL achieves a speedup of 1.9×, on average, compared to
PCIe. This is because CXL takes such overhead off the critical
path by CXL-based automatic data movement and batch-aware
checkpointing. Note that CXL also eliminates the RAW issue
thereby reducing the embedding lookup time.

We also analyze energy consumption between SSD, PMEM,
and CXL; the energy values of SSD and CXL are normalized
the those of PMEM. As we can see from Figure 5, CXL
exhibits 3.6× and 3.4× lower energy consumption than SSD
and PMEM, respectively, on average.
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